
The Wise Choice for Any Day of the Year!

Golden Owl Tavern Celebrates Grand Opening in University City

7,000 square-foot restaurant opens at new UNC Charlotte Marriott Hotel & Convention Center

The right pace for any occasion, Golden Owl Tavern officially opened its doors to the Queen City on

Wednesday, March 31. Its first venture in Charlotte and the Tarheel State, Denver-based Sage Restaurant

Concepts is behind the new restaurant concept that offers simply great food and drinks, inspired by the

American South with a clever twist.

“Golden Owl Tavern is excited to call the Queen City home,” said Jim Ragin, general manager of the

Golden Owl Tavern and 22-year Charlotte resident. “We’re honored to be a part of the thriving University

City community and offer a dynamic dining experience filled with big flavor and personality that will

bring guests in from across the area.”

Hiring 25 employees, Golden Owl Tavern is located at the highly-anticipated UNC Charlotte Marriott

Hotel & Conference Center, positioned right off the light rail at the front door of the university. The more

than 7,000 square-foot restaurant will seat up to 200 guests at full capacity, and features an expansive

main dining room, vibrant bar and lounge, and outdoor patio with fire pits.

Everything on Golden Owl Tavern’s menu is made to crave, featuring a wide variety of regional classics,

from ribs, burgers and sandwiches to wood-fired pizzas, steak and seafood. The beverage selection

features local craft beer, both creative and classic cocktails prepared with precision and a compelling

wine list to explore.

Dine-in dinner service will be available Tuesday through Thursday from 4 – 10 p.m., Friday and Saturday

from 4 – 11 p.m. Dine-in brunch service will be available Saturday and Sunday following the official

opening. The full menu will be available for takeout every day during regular business hours.

###

About Sage Restaurant Concepts

Denver-based Sage Restaurant Concepts (SRC) creates industry-leading restaurant and bar concepts with soul for

the people who live, work and play in the communities they serve. Launched in 2005 under 37-year-old Sage

Hospitality Group, SRC boasts more than 30 restaurant, bar and coffeeshop locations in 11 states across the

country in top cities such as Chicago, Denver, Philadelphia and Portland. Comprised of seasoned restaurateurs and

innovators, SRC is committed to consistently crafting exceptional experiences that forge a bond with guests and

believes in the power of impacting lives through hospitality. To learn more about Sage Restaurant Concepts, visit

https://www.sagehospitalitygroup.com/restaurant-concepts/.

https://www.sagehospitalitygroup.com/restaurant-concepts/

